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Abstrat
We study a simple model of a massive inaton eld φ oupled to another salar led χ with
interation term g2φ2χ2. We use the theory developed by Kofman et al. [1℄ for the rst stage of
preheating to give a full desription of the dynamis of the χ eld modes, inluding the behaviour
of the phase, in terms of the iteration of a simple family of irle maps. The parameters of this
family of maps are a funtion of time when expansion of the universe is taken into aount. With
this more detailed desription, we obtain a systemati study of the eieny of partile prodution
as a funtion of the inaton eld and oupling parameters, and we nd that for g . 3 × 10−4 the
broad resonane eases during the rst stage of preheating.
1 Introdution
The suess of the reheating stage after ination is ruial to most realizations of the inationary
paradigm. The universe needs to reover a temperature high enough for primordial nulesynthesis to
take plae in aordane to the usual pattern of the standard osmologial model. Exluding senarios
designed to avoid the extreme ooling produed by ination (suh as, for instane, the warm ination
senario), it is important that the neessary post-inationary reheating be eiently ahieved.
The reheating mehanism was proposed as a period, immediately after ination, during whih the
inaton eld φ osillates oherently about its ground state and swiftly transfers its energy into ultra-
relativisti matter and radiation, here modelled by another salar eld χ. This proesses depends on the
oupling between φ and χ in the interation Lagrangian. The lassial theory of reheating was developed
in [2, 3, 4, 5℄. The importane of broad resonane and approximations to deal with non-perturbative
eets were introdued in [6, 7, 8, 9, 10℄. The theory was put forward in [1, 11, 12℄, where the analysis
inluded the eets of expansion of the universe, see also [13, 14℄. This represented a shift away from
the simple piture of stati Mathieu resonant bands, due to large phase utuations, whih behave
irregularly in the non-perturbative regime in an expanding universe. Extensions in this setting inlude,
among others, the study of metri perturbations and the appliation to string or supersymmetri theories
[15, 16, 17, 18, 19, 20℄.
The present understanding of the proess (see [21℄) distinguishes two parts in it. A preheating
mehanism by whih utuations of the inaton ouple to one (or more [22℄) salar elds, induing the
resonant ampliation of perturbations in the latter. Depending on the oupling, eient energy transfer
requires the amplitude of the inaton osillation to be rather large, away from the narrow resonane
regime where only perturbations with wave numbers in small intervals are unstable. As the amplitude
of the perturbed eld grows, bak reation eets may have to be onsidered, sine the frequeny of
the inaton osillations is no longer given by its mass, but depends also on the total number density
of the perturbed eld partiles through the oupling term. The rst stage of preheating is the period
when these bak reation eets are negligible, and the inaton eld dynamis is approximated by its
unoupled equations. Preheating ends when resonant ampliation terminates, either beause of the
dereasing amplitude of the inaton eld or due to the bak reation and resattering eets of the
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seond stage. After the seond stage of preheating, the reheating period orresponds to the deay of
the perturbed elds as well as that of the inaton eld that omes out of the preheating period, leaving
the universe after thermalization with the temperature required by the subsequent proesses, namely
nulesynthesis.
We onsider a basi model desribing the inaton eld φ interating with a salar eld χ in a at
FRW universe
L =
1
2
φ,iφ
,i +
1
2
χ,iχ
,i − V (φ)− Vint(φ, χ). (1)
This is the simplest model that still ontains the basi features for the understanding of partile reation
in the early universe and one of the few models for whih an analytial study an be performed, see
also [8, 11, 23℄. With this in mind we onentrate on the simplest haoti model with the potential
V (φ) = 1/2m2φφ
2
and interation potential Vint(φ, χ) = g
2φ2χ2. The evolution of the at FRW universe
is given by
3H2 =
8π
m2pl
(
1
2
φ˙2 + V (φ) +
1
2
χ˙2 + g2φ2χ2
)
(2)
where H = R˙/R and R is the FRW salar fator. The equations of motion in a FRW universe for a
homogeneous salar eld φ oupled to the k-mode of the χ eld are given by
φ¨+ 3Hφ˙+
(
m2φ + g
2χ2k
)
φ = 0 (3)
χ¨k + 3Hχ˙k + ω
2
k(t)χk = 0, (4)
where ω2k(t) = k
2/R2 + g2φ2 .
The rate of prodution of partiles of a given momentum k is determined by the evolution of the
perturbed eld mode χk. The number density nk(t) of partiles with momentum k an be evaluated as
the energy of that mode divided by the energy of eah partile
nk(t) =
1
2ωk(t)
(|χ˙k|2 + ω2(t)|χk|2)− 1
2
. (5)
The exponential growth χk(t) ∝ eµkt leads to exponential growth of the oupation numbers nk(t) and
the total number density of χ-partiles is given by
nχ(t) =
1
4π2R3
∫
dk k2nk(t). (6)
The problem of determining the eieny of partile prodution for a given model is thus redued to the
evaluation of µk as a funtion of the parameters of the model. In general this is not an easy task, and
most estimates are based on numerial integrations for typial parameter values [8℄.
However, the theory developed in [1℄ yields analyti results in Minkowski spae time, whih provide
an approximate simplied model that works rather well in the FRW senario. The starting point of
the theory is the fat that, for the model (3), (4), preheating requires the amplitude of the inaton
eld's osillations, Φ(t), to verify gΦ(t) > mφ. This means preheating is dominated by broad resonane,
and the theory is based on the approximations that hold when gΦ(t)/mφ ≫ 1. The onlusions hold
independently of the detailed form of the inaton potential away from its minimum.
In this paper we extend the formalism of [1℄ to give a full desription of the dynamis of the phase
of the eld modes χk, whih in turn determines the evolution of the growth fator µk. In Setion 2, we
onsider the ase of a non expanding universe and show that the behaviour of the phase an be desribed
in terms of the iteration of a simple family of irle maps. The orbits of this family are of two possible
types, depending on the value of the perturbation amplitude, and their asymptoti behaviour, whih
determines the growth fator, is always independent of the initial ondition.
In Setion 3 we show that the results that hold for Minkowski spae time an be used to model the
phase and growth fator evolution in a FRW universe. Expansion may be onsidered simply by taking
the parameters of the Minkowski equations to be presribed funtions of time. Using this model as an
alternative to numerial integration of the full equations, we hek the estimates given in the literature
for the total number density of χ partiles reated during preheating and for the duration of the rst
stage of preheating as a funtion of the interation parameter g.
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2 Phase dynamis in Minkowski spae-time
The important dierenes between the narrow and broad parametri resonane mehanisms in the ontext
of osmologial models with post-inationary reheating have rst been notied in the analysis of the
evolution of the amplitudes of the χk modes in a stati universe [7, 9, 24℄. Although the equations in
Minkowski spae time lak some of the fundamental ingredients to understand the overall eieny of
the reheating proess, they an and indeed they should be onsidered as a toy model that sheds light on
the mehanisms at play when the expansion of the universe and other eets, suh as bak reation and
resattering, are taken into aount.
This was the approah followed in Kofman et al. [1℄, where an analyti theory of broad resonane
in preheating was established, relying on a detailed study of broad parametri resonane driven by
the harmoni osillations of an inaton eld without expansion of the universe. This study is direted
towards the omputation of the k-mode growth fators µk, and the phase dynamis of the χk modes is
not expliitly derived. However, Kofman et al. do mention the basi features of this phase dynamis,
and they use them to explain the harateristis of mode ampliation in an expanding universe, whih
they dubbed 'stohasti resonane' in order to stress the dierene with respet to the usual resonant
bands senario of the Mathieu equation.
In this setion we expliitly ompute the phase evolution equations in Minkowski spae time and show
that phase stohastiity is already present in this model, as one of the two possible dynamial regimes,
together with the xed phase behaviour identied in [1℄. In this random phase regime, in the omplement
of the resonant bands, the growth fator µk is eetively zero, but a typial orbit undergoes random
sequenes of amplitude ampliations and redutions, muh like in the ase of stohasti resonane. This
phenomenon is pointed out frequently in the literature [25, 26, 27℄ and an be desribed analytially as
one of the onsequenes of the theory when we onsider the global phase dynamis of the χk modes [1, 8℄.
We shall start by realling the method of Kofman et al. to approximate in the broad resonane regime
the solution of equation (4) in Minkowski spae-time
χ¨k + ω
2
k(t)χk = 0, (7)
where ω2k(t) = ak+b sin
2(t) and the time variable is now t→ mφt. The parameters ak and b are given by
ak = k
2/m2φ and b = g
2A2/m2φ, where A is the onstant amplitude of the eld φ. Typial values of the
parameters are g2 ≤ 10−6, m = 10−6mpl, A = αmpl, where 0 < α < 1, and thus b ≤ α2× 106 [1, 21, 28℄.
In broad resonane,
√
b≫ 1.
Let the χk(t) be of the form
χk(t) =
αk√
2ωk(t)
exp
(
−i
∫ t
0
ωk(s)ds
)
+
βk√
2ωk(t)
exp
(
i
∫ t
0
ωk(s)ds
)
, (8)
where αk and βk are onstants. Introduing (8) in to (7) we obtain
χ¨k + ω
2
k(t)
[
1 +
1
4
(
ω−1k
d
dt
lnωk
)2
+
1
2ωk
d
dt
(
ω−1k
d
dt
lnωk
)]
χk = 0. (9)
So (8) approximates the solution of (7) provided that∣∣∣∣ω−1k ddt lnωk
∣∣∣∣≪ 1, (10)∣∣∣∣ω−1k ddt
(
ω−1k
d
dt
lnωk
)∣∣∣∣≪ 1 (11)
hold. These are the adiabati onditions identied in [29℄. In the present ase,
√
b≫ 1 and the adiabati
onditions are fullled exept in the neighbourhood of tj = jπ, j = 0, 1, . . ., when φ(tj) = 0 that is,
every time the inaton eld rosses zero. Hene, the breakdown of the approximation given by (8) ours
periodially, and an approximate global solution of (7) an be onstruted from a sequene of adiabati
solutions
χjk(t;α
j
k, β
j
k) =
αjk√
2ωk(t)
exp
(
−i
∫ t
0
ωk(s)ds
)
+
βjk√
2ωk(t)
exp
(
i
∫ t
0
ωk(s)ds
)
, (12)
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where the parameters (αjk, β
j
k) for onseutive j will be determined by the behaviour of he solution of (7)
for t lose to tj . In a small neighbourhood of tj = jπ, j = 0, 1, . . . equation (7) an be approximated by
χ¨k + (ak + b(t− tj)2)χk = 0. (13)
Equation (13) has exat solution in the form of paraboli ylinder funtions [30℄. The asymptoti
behaviour for large t of this solutions is of the form (8), and this provides the relation between the
oeients (αk, βk) of this adiabati approximation on either side of tj . Following Kofman et al. [1℄,
this relation an be written as
[
αj+1k e
−iθj
k
βj+1k e
iθj
k
]
=


1
Dκ
R∗κ
D∗κ
Rκ
Dκ
1
D∗κ


[
αjke
−iθj
k
βjke
iθj
k
]
, (14)
where θjk =
∫ tj
0 ω(s)ds. The omplex numbers Rκ and Dκ are given by 1/Dκ =
√
1 + ρ2κ exp(iϕκ) and
Rκ/Dκ = −iρκ with ρκ = exp(−πκ2/2), κ2 = ak/
√
b, and
ϕκ = arg
(
Γ
(
1 + iκ2
2
))
+
κ2
2
(
1 + ln
2
κ2
)
. (15)
The parameter κ = k/
√
Agmφ ∈ [0, 1] is the normalised wave vetor of the mode, and
√
Agmφ the ut-
o wave vetor introdued in [1℄. Sine the number density of χk partiles with momentum k is equal to
nk = |βk|2, one an use (14) and (15) to alulate the number density of partiles nj+1k = |βj+1k |2 after
tj in terms of n
j
k = |βjk|2. The growth index µjκ, dened by nj+1k = njk exp(2πµjκ), is given by [1℄
µjκ =
1
2π
ln
(
1 + 2ρ2κ − 2ρκ
√
1 + ρ2κ sin(−ϕκ + argβjk − argαjk + 2θjk)
)
, (16)
or, in terms of the phase νjk = argβ
j
k + θ
j
k of the eld χk when t = tj ,
µjκ =
1
2π
ln
(
1 + 2ρ2κ − 2ρκ
√
1 + ρ2κ sin(−ϕκ + 2νjk)
)
. (17)
In Figure 1 we show, for b = 103 and ak = 1, the analyti urve for the growth fator µ
1
κ as a funtion
of the phase ν given by (17) and the numerial urve µκ = µκ(ν) obtained from the numerial integration
of the full equation (7) along half a period of the inaton eld. We see that, as ν varies in [0, π], µ takes
positive and negative values. The phase interval for whih µ is negative depends slightly on the value of
κ.
As hinted by Kofman et al. [1℄, equations (14) and (15) an be used to obtain the dynamis for the
phase νjk. In the remaining part of this setion we expliitly ompute the map ν
j+1
k = Pb,κ(ν
j
k) and show
that it an be approximated by a simple family of irle maps. From (14) one gets
νj+1k = θ(b, κ) + arg
(√
1 + ρ2κe
−iϕκeiν
j
k − iρκe−iν
j
k
)
, (18)
where θ(b, κ) =
∫ pi
0 ω(s)ds. An approximate expression for the phase map up to terms of order κ
2
is
given by
νj+1k = Pb,κ(ν
j
k) = 2
√
b+ atan
√
2 sin νjk − cos νjk√
2 cos νjk − sin νjk
+κ2/2
(
log
√
b
κ2
+ 4 log 2 + 1
)
− κ2
(
c1 cos ν
j
k
2
+ c2 cos ν
j
k sin ν
j
k + c3 sin ν
j
k
2
3− 4√2 cos νjk sin νjk
)
, (19)
where c1 = 2.074− log 2/κ2, c2 = −1.363 + 1.414 log 2/κ2, and c3 = −0.147− log 2/κ2.
The maps (18), (19) for b = 103 and κ = 0.5 are shown in Figure 2, together with the phase map
obtained from the numerial integration of the full equations (7) for the same values of the parameters
over half a period of the inaton eld.
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The properties of the family (18) and its approximation (19) are best understood by looking at the
behaviour of the family Pb,0(ν) parametrised by
√
b,
Pb,0(ν) = 2
√
b+ atan
√
2 sin ν − cos ν√
2 cos ν − sin ν (20)
This family of irle maps is periodi with period π in the parameter
√
b, and its bifuration diagram
for
√
b ∈ [0, π] is shown in Figure 3. We see that the map has two dierent regimes. For tan 2
√
b ∈ [−1, 1],
the map has a strongly attrative xed point, and the phase onverges rapidly to this xed point (typially
in a ouple of iterates). For the remaining parameter values, the phase orbit has random osillations
around the mean value that varies between π/8 and π/2−π/8, or between π/8+π and 3π/2−π/8. The
xed point equation
cos 2ν√
2− sin 2ν = tan 2
√
b (21)
is satised for two values of ν for eah
√
b ∈ [−π/8, π/8]∪[π/2−π/8, π/2+π/8], one of whih orresponds
to an unstable xed point and the other to the stable xed point shown in the bifuration diagram of
Figure 3. The derivative of Pb,0 at the stable xed point is
P ′b,0(ν˜) =
1
3− 2√2 sin 2ν˜ ≤ 1, (22)
where the stable xed point ν˜ ∈ [−π/2 − π/8, π/8] ∪ [π/2 − π/8, π + π/8]. The equality P ′b,0(ν˜) = 1 is
obtained at the boundaries of the random phase region, but the derivative dereases rather sharply into
the stable xed point region, where P ′b,0(ν¯) < 0.5 for most values.
The asymptoti value of growth fator µ0 for the k = 0 mode as a funtion of b an then be omputed
from equation (17) evaluated at the xed point or averaged over the random orbits, for values of
√
b ∈
[−π/8, π/8] ∪ [π/2 − π/8, π/2 + π/8] or in the omplement of this interval, respetively. In Figure 4
we show a plot of the asymptoti value of µ0 as a funtion of b omputed analytially from equations
(20), (17), as desribed, and numerially from the integration of the full equations (7). We see that
the stability regions identied in [1℄ orrespond to the random wandering of the phase ν of the eld χ
at onseutive tj = jπ around its average values. The random phase regimes orrespond to dierent
probability measures in the phase interval, for all of whih the average value of µ is zero.
For other values of κ, the global dynamis shares the qualitative properties of the family Pb,0. In
Figure 5 we show the same information of Figures 3 and 4 obtained for Pb,κ with 300 ≤
√
b ≤ 304 and
κ = 1/2.
Equation (18) provides a good approximation to the exat phase dynamis even for moderate values
of b. In Figure 6 we show the approximate phase map (18) and the phase map omputed numerially
from the full equation (7) for b = 10 and κ = 1/2. This, together with the rapid relaxation rates of
the phase dynamis in the xed point regime, is the reason why equations (17), (18) are still useful to
obtain estimates for the growth number in FRW spae-time. The existene of two simple regimes for the
phase dynamis, one of them haraterised by rapid relaxation to a xed point and the other by random
wandering of the phase with a well dened probability density, shows that the system keeps no reord of
the initial phase and, in this sense, has no memory. This explains why the evolution of the oupation
number is independent of the initial phase, while the growth fator per period µjκ depends strongly on
the phase νjk. We shall ome bak to this point later.
3 Dynamis in an expanding universe
In this setion we will show that equations (17), (18) an be used to ompute the growth fator of the χ
eld modes during the rst stage of the preheating period in a at FRW.
It is well known [1℄, that the oherene of the osillations of the φ eld is not disturbed until the
energy density of the χ eld signiantly ontributes to (2), (3) and bak-reation and resattering eets
start to hange the mehanism of the growth of the oupation number of the produed partiles. More
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preisely, Kofman et al. show in [1℄ that these eets are negligible during the rst preheating stage,
that ends when the total number density nχ of χ partiles satises
nχ(t) ≈
m2φΦ(t)
g
, (23)
where Φ(t) is the varying amplitude of the inaton eld φ.
In the rst stage of preheating, equations (2), (3) deouple from (4), and the evolution of the inaton
eld and of the sale fator R(t) is given in good approximation by [1℄
φ(t) = Φ(t) sin t, Φ(t) =
mpl
3(π/2 + t)
, R(t) =
(
2t
π
)2/3
. (24)
Equation (4) an be redued to the form (7) through the hange of variable Xk = R
3/2χk, yielding
X¨k +̟
2
k(t)Xk = 0, (25)
where ̟2 =
k2
m2φR(t)
2
+
g2φ(t)2
m2φ
+
1
m2φ
δ and the last term is very small after ination and will be
disregarded.
We see that the χk modes are still governed by an equation of the form (7) like the one we onsidered in
Minkowski spae time, but now the parameters ak and b hange with time. By denition, the preheating
period ends when gΦ(t)/mφ ≃ 1, and so, during preheating, the rate of variation of those parameters and
the osillations of the inaton eld are muh slower than the osillations of the χk modes. As pointed
out in [1℄, the basi assumptions for the approximation developed for Minkowski spae time are thus still
valid in preheating, and the hanges in oupation numbers nk will our at t = jπ with exponential
growth rate given by (17), provided that the dereasing amplitude of the perturbations and the redshift
of the wave numbers are taken into aount. Hene, Kofman et al. model partile prodution in the rst
stage of preheating through
µjκj =
1
2π
ln
(
1 + 2ρ2κj − 2ρκj
√
1 + ρ2κj sin(−ϕκj + 2νjκ)
)
, (26)
where κj = k/(R(tj)
√
gmφΦ(tj)).
We may also think of the phase dynamis as being essentially governed by the iteration of equations
(18), but now the parameter b dereases in time, rossing the strips assoiated to the random phase and
xed point regimes, and giving rise to non trivial phase dynamis. Kofman et al. desribe the eets of
the variation of the inaton amplitude as implying random phase dynamis, and build their estimates
for the total number density evolution nχ(t) from (26), treating the phase ν
j
κ as a random variable.
We shall extend the approah of [1℄ to study the phase dynamis in an expanding universe, taking
the phase iteration map to be given by
νj+1k = θ(bj , κj) + arg
(√
1 + ρ2κje
−iϕκeiν
j
k − iρκje−iν
j
k
)
, (27)
where
√
bj = gΦ(tj)/mφ.
Equations (27), (26), provide an alternative to numerial integrations of the full equations do ompute
the oupation number of a given mode as a funtion of time. The phase, growth fator and oupation
number for a typial orbit (we have taken b0 = 5 × 103 and κ0 = 0.1) as obtained from the iteration of
equations (27), (26) are shown in Figure 7, where the values given by numerial integration of equations
(25) for the same initial onditions and parameter values are also plotted. Iteration and integration
were arried out until preheating ends with
√
b(tj) ≈ 1. We see 'reminisenes' of the phase dynamis
of the Minkowski model. In partiular, the xed point regime interval is learly visible after the rst
few φ osillations. Also shown are the values of these same quantities averaged over the initial phase
ν0k . We see that, due to the harateristis of the phase dynamis, the eieny of partile prodution
is insensitive to the initial phase of the eld mode χk, in spite of the strong dependene of the growth
fator per period on the phase νjk.
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We shall now use equations (27), (26) above to look at the total number density nχ(t) and hek the
estimates given in [1℄. We onsider the ontributions to nχ(t) of every mode suh that k ∈ [0, k∗(0) =√
gΦ(0)mφ] at t = 0, and ompute for eah j the leading mode's growth fator, µ
j
l , given by
µjl = maxκ2∈[0,1]

 12π
∑
ν0∈[0,2pi]
µjκj (P
(j)
bj ,κj
(ν0))

 , (28)
with bj = 5× 103(Φ(tj)/Φ(0))2, κ2j = κ2Φ(0)/
(
Φ(tj)R
2(tj)
)
, and P
(j)
bj ,κj
the j-th iterate of the map (27),
where the parameters κ and b must be updated at eah iteration. Then, whereas the estimate in [1℄ is
nχ(t) =
(gmφΦ(0))
3/2
64π2R3(t)
√
0.13πt
exp(2 × 0.13t), (29)
we have
nχ(tj) =
(gmφΦ(0))
3/2
64π2R3(t)
√
π2
∑j
i=1 µ
i
l
exp
(
2π
j∑
i=1
µil
)
, (30)
or
nχ(tj) =
(gmφΦ(0))
3/2
64π2R3(t)
√
π2
∑j
i=1 µ
i
∗
exp
(
2π
j∑
i=1
µi
∗
)
, (31)
if instead of atually determining the leading mode we assume that it orresponds to k∗/2. The urves
orresponding to equations (29), (30), (31) are shown in Figure 8. We an still improve on the estimates
given by (30) or (31). Sine
nχ(t) =
(gmφΦ(t))
3/2
64π2R3(t)
∫ 1
0
κ2nκ(t)dκ, (32)
we may use (27), (26) to ompute this integral numerially from nk(tj) = 1/2 exp
(
2π
∑j
i=1 µ
i
κi
)
. The
result is also shown in Figure 8, and we see that for this value of g the estimates of [1℄ are very aurate.
Finally, we have used again (27), (26) together with (32) to obtain a systemati study both of the
behaviour of nχ(t) as a funtion of the parameter g, and of the duration of the rst stage of preheating
as dened by (23), as a funtion of g. The results for g in the range 10−4 ≤ g ≤ 10−1 are shown in
Figure 9, where we have also plotted the result of the estimates of [1℄ for these quantities. We see that
the duration of the rst stage of preheating depends rather irregularly on the parameter g, and that
the estimates of [1℄ (full line in the gure) provide a good lower bound for most values of g. The least
squares linear t (slashed line) yields a slightly larger value for the typial duration of the rst stage.
On the other hand, the value of g below whih preheating always eases during the rst stage was found
to be g = 3× 10−4, as predited in [1℄.
4 Conlusion
In the simplest preheating senario, where the oherent osillations of the unoupled inaton eld drive
the ampliation of the mode amplitudes of a eld χ, we onsider rst the broad resonane regime in
Minkowski spae-time and use the theory of sattering in paraboli potentials developed in [1℄ to obtain
the map whose iteration governs the phase dynamis of the modes χk. It is well known that the phase
dynamis, the onseutive values of the phase of the χk elds at the times tj when the inaton amplitude
goes through zero, determine the growth rates of the modes. In this work we show that the features of
this phase dynamis are given by the properties of a simple family of irle maps. The orbits of this family
of maps are of two types, rapid onvergene to xed point solutions, and random osillations around
an average value. Hene, the 'stohasti resonane' identied in [1℄ in the dynamis of an expanding
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universe is also present in the absene of expansion. The xed phase and stohasti regimes our in
onseutive intervals of the value of the foring amplitude. In the rst ase, the xed point is always
assoiated with a positive value of the growth fator µj = 1/(2π) log
(
nj+1/nj
)
that ontrols the growth
of the number of partiles nj in eah mode for t = tj . Thus, in this ase, the average growth of the
oupation numbers of the modes is exponential. In the seond ase, we show that the phase sampling
is always suh that the average growth fator is zero.
We then onsider the ase of an expanding universe, with the assumptions that hold in the rst stage
of preheating, and show that the equations for the phase dynamis and the growth number derived for
Minkowski spae time still provide a good approximation of the true solutions, one the deay of the
inaton amplitude is taken into aount. Moreover, the qualitative behaviour of the phase and growth
number evolution is reminisent of the behaviour found in the ase without expansion, in the sense that it
an be interpreted as a random phase regime followed by a slowly varying phase regime where oupation
number growth is approximately exponential. These two regimes our as the inaton deay slows down
and the perturbation amplitude rosses more and more slowly the intervals that give rise to xed phase
behaviour.
We use this approximation to obtain a systemati study of the behaviour of the total number density
of reated partiles over time, and of the end of the rst stage of preheating as a funtion of the φ − χ
oupling parameter g. Comparison with the estimates presented in [1℄ show an overall good agreement.
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Figure 1: For b = 103 and ak = 1 (hene κ
2 = 10−3/2) the analyti urve for the growth fator as a
funtion of the phase given by equation (17) (solid line), and the numerial urve obtained from the
integration of the equations of motion along half a period of the inaton eld (dashed line).
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Figure 2: For b = 103 and κ = 0.5 the maps (18) (solid line) and (19) (dashed line). Also shown is the
phase map obtained from the numerial integration of the full equations (7) (full irle) for the same
values of the parameters.
Figure 3: Bifuration diagram of the family of irle maps (20) for
√
b ∈ [0, π].
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Figure 4: The asymptoti value of µ0 as a funtion of b for
√
b ∈ [10π, 11π] omputed analytially from
equations (20), (17) (full line) and numerially from the integration of the full equations (7) (dotted
line). We have taken jmax = 200, and the two lines almost overlap. Also shown (in grey) are all the
values of µj0, j = 100, 101, . . . , 200.
Figure 5: (a) Bifuration diagram for the map Pb,κ with
√
b ∈ [300, 304] and κ = 1/2. (b) The asymptoti
value of µκ as a funtion of
√
b for the same values of the parameters omputed analytially from equations
(18), (17) (full line), and numerially from the integration of the full equations (7) (dotted line). We
have taken jmax = 200, and the two lines almost overlap. Also shown (in grey) are all the values of µ
j
κ ,
j = 100, 101, . . . , 200.
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Figure 6: The approximate phase map(solid line) and the phase map omputed numerially from equa-
tions (7) (dotted line) for b = 10 and κ = 1/2.
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Figure 7: For b0 = 5 × 103 and κ0 = 0.1, the phase (a), growth fator (b) and oupation number ()
with initial onditions orresponding to n0k = 1/2 and ν
0
k = 0. The values obtained from the iteration of
equations (27), (26) are plotted as full irles, and the values given by numerial integration of equations
(25) for the same initial onditions and parameter values are plotted as open irles. Iteration and
integration were arried out until the end of preheating when
√
b(tj) ≈ 1. Also shown are the values of
these same quantities averaged over the initial phase ν0k (full triangles for the iterated maps (27), (26)
and open triangles for the numerial values).
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Figure 8: For b0 = 5× 103 (hene g = 0.3× 10−3) the urves orresponding to equations (29) (full line),
(30) (dotted line), (31) (slash-and-dot line) and (32) (slashed line). The evolution was omputed until
the end of preheating when
√
b30 ≃ 1.
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Figure 9: Duration of the rst stage of preheating j1 as a funtion of g for 10
−4 ≤ g ≤ 10−1 (dots). The
linear least square approximation (slashed line), are also shown the estimate given in [1℄ (full line) and
the ut-o urve dened by bj = 1 (dotted line). The values of j1 that lie above the ut-o urve bj = 1
were not onsidered in the least square approximation
.
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